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Abstract
Oil production optimization is one of the main targets of reservoir management. Smart well
technology gives the ability of real time oil production optimization. Although this technology has
many advantages; optimum adjustment or sizing of corresponding valves is still an issue to be solved. In
this research, optimum port sizing of inflow control devices (ICDs) which are passive control valves is
focused on by designing a neural network to simulate reservoir behavior and applying Particle Swarm
Optimization algorithm to find optimum port size for ICDs. Indeed; this work eliminates the need for
lots of expensive and time consuming iterations through reservoir simulator. The objective of the work
is to maximize the oil production.
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Introduction
Heterogeneity of hydrocarbon reservoir
leads to various behavior in oil production
within different time periods. In this respect
smart well technology has been developed
in recent years which consists of a set of
down-hole sensors to measure temperature,
pressure, and flow rate and in higher level
inflow control valves (ICVs) and inflow
control devices (ICDs) to control oil
production with respect to reservoir
characteristics. Meanwhile; the difference
between ICDs and ICVs is that ICDs have
constant port size and cannot be remotely
adjusted but ICVs are active valves with
various port sizes and can be adjusted
remotely. The advantages of smart well
technology with respect to conventional
completion are oil production increase,
water production decrease, better recovery
factor, and production cost reduction
[7,16-17,22].The first smart well technology
was implemented in North Sea in August
1997. So far, more than 300 smart well
systems have been implemented worldwide.
Consequently; optimization of the system
setting has become an important issue. In
2002 Gao.C; optimization of intelligent
control valves’ (ICVs) setting was
* Corresponding author:
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performed via conjugate gradient method.
This method was acknowledged in almost
researches up to 2011 to optimize
adjustment of ICVs, [1-2, 18, 20-21, 23]. In
2006, neural network (NN) method was
employed for optimization of smart wells
Moreno.J.C, (2006). In 2008, Multi-Step
Quasi-Newton (SSMQN) Method was used
as an algorithm to optimum ICVs
adjustment [14]. In 2009, genetic algorithm
was implemented for ICVs’ setting
optimization Ghreeb.Z.M, Al (2009).
As stated; ICDs are passive control valves
with fixed port sizes which need optimum
port sizing before installing in downhole. In
this paper we try to find optimum port sizes
of ICDs for ahorizontal well by integrating
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with
Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm.
Indeed; by solving non-linear partial
differential equations through reservoir
simulator; the results can be input into the
optimization algorithm for identifying
optimum port sizes of ICDs within
predetermined period of production time. It
is noted that solving these equations through
reservoir simulator is costly and time
consuming. Therefore, it is necessary to find
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a procedure with minimum error and
constraint-respected to simulate reservoir
behavior while eliminating the need for
reservoir simulator. This applied method in
this paper gives ability of high speed (time
reduction) generation of estimation function
(Meta model) with low error with respect to
objective function through integration of
ANN, Experimental Design and PSO.
Comparison of productions from smart well
Name

i I

and conventional well both modeled in this
work shows good justification for future
decisions.

2. Problem
description
mathematical model

A mathematical model is developed for a
horizontal well with N numbers of ICDs.
The following notations are used to define
the mathematical model:

Description
ICD
Time period

t
Parameters
Maximum Water cut
Wc
Maximum producible oil
qo

Units

Percentage
bbl/day

o
w
o
w

Oil density

lb/ft3

Water density

lb/ft3

Oil viscosity

Cp

Water viscosity

Cp

So

Oil saturation

Percentage

Sw
k ro

Water saturation

Percentage

k rw
k
g
ez
f
D
L

Water relative permeability

Oil relative permeability
Absolute permeability
Md
Gravity
m/s2
Vectors point in the direction of gravity
Coefficient friction
Pipe Diameter
Length of pipe between control valves
Oil rate
Water rate
Unit conversion factor, 2.15910-4
Valve flow coefficient
Fluid Velocity
Cross Section
Pressure
Porosity
Total pressure drop
Frictional pressure losses
Pressure losses due to the ICD

M
m
ft3/s
bbl/day
field units
dimensionless
ft/s
ft2
psi
fraction
psi
psi
psi

Variables
qt

Total flow rate of fluid in time period t

bbl/day

Np

Cumulative Oil

Bbl

Wp

Cumulative Water

Bbl

W ci

Water flow rate out of control of valvei

Percentage

qoi

q wi

Cu
Cv

Vc

Ac
p



Pt
Pc
Pt

and
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The aim is to maximize the cumulative
oil production while minimizing cumulative
water production by means of optimum port
sizing of ICDs. In mathematical term we
have the following model:
Z  MAX ( N p  Wp )
(1)



N

N p  qt i 1 w ci
i 1



(2)

N

Wp   qti wci

(3)

i 1

Equation (1) shows objective function in
terms of difference between cumulative
produced oil and water that defined as (2)
and (3) respectively. Here q t i is total flow
rate and w ci shows water percentage from
ithICD.

qti  qoi  qwi

(4)

N

Wc 



q wi



q ti

i 1
N

i 1

(5)

Equation (4) shows relationship between
oil rate qoi and water rate q wi with total
flow rate qti . Equation (5) cites water cut wc
in terms of water rate q wi and total flow
rate qti .
N

q
i 1

oi

 q o

Wc  Wc

0

(6)
(7)

The constraints (6) and (7) bound the
total produced oil and water to constants qo
and Wc0 respectively.

  o So 
  k

.  o ro   po  o gez    
o 
t


(8)

  w Sw 
  k

.  w rw   pw   w gez    

w
t



(9)
Sw  So  1

(10)

qo  f ( so )

(11)

qw  f (sw )

(12)

Oil and water flow through porous media
of reservoir is modeled with partial
differential equations (8) and (9). The level
of saturation for oil and water can be
obtained by solving these equations for any
reservoir grid in different time period. Oil
and water flow rates are function of oil and
water saturation in the reservoir as shown in
equations (10), (11) and (12).
These
equations are governing when no ICDs are
implemented. When the production is
restricted by ICDs in addition to above
equations other equations must be taken into
account. By employing ICDs, the flow rate
from the reservoir to the well changes. This
causes additional pressure drop as shown in
equation (13). Thus total pressure variation
is equal to pressure drop due to fluid friction
with wellbore and that of cross section of
ICDs’ ports. Equation (14) shows pressure
drop due to fluid flow through ICDs.
Pt  Pc  Pf
(13)
 Pc  C u 

VC 2
2C v

(14)

This equation shows that variation of
pressure drop (  Pc ) due to fluid flow
through ICDs and depends only upon fluid
velocity (VC).
q
VC  t
(15)
Ac
Equation (15) shows the relationship
between fluid flow rates with cross section
of ICDs’ ports. The cross section (AC)of
ICDs’ ports has inverse relation with fluid
velocity (VC) and direct relation with flow
rate. Cross section (AC)can be calculated
with equation (16) Conejeros. Rand
Lenoach.B (2004), Meun. P (2008).
A
(16)
0  AC  choke  1
AT otal
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In equation (16), Atotal is cross section of
maximum ICDs’ ports size available in the
market (manufacturer can make it- here is
0.022 ft2) and Achoke is the required cross
section of ICDs which should be acquired
through
reservoir
simulator
and
optimization algorithm.
Suppose T is production duration and a
horizontal well is equipped with N numbers
of ICDs. There are infinite situations and
combinations for port sizes of ICDs. Hence;
in this study we reduce the numbers of
combinations through Experimental Design
methods to train Neural Network. By then;
the optimum port sizes are obtained via
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).

3. Solution procedure
In this section we elaborate the role of
Neural Network as a replace for reservoir
simulator, Particle Swarm Optimization
Algorithm, and Central Composite Design
of kind of Response Surface method to
select the samples. Figure 1 shows the
solution procedure.
3.1. Structure of artificial neural network
Neural Network simulates human’s brain
in the form of an Artificial System. It
consists of many processors [Artificial
Neurons) designed regularly (there is a
complete graph between each two layers]
Harrison. S.J and Marshall. R.F (1991).
Neural Network consists of variables such
as numbers of layers in one network,
activation function for each layer, numbers
of neurons in each layer, and connection
between neurons. The most important
element of neural network is Processing
Element. Neurons are organized in the form
of layers. ANN consists of three layers as
input layer, middle (hidden) layer, and
output layer [11].
3.1.1. Selection of training samples
Training samples set includes input data
and corresponding output. The selection of
appropriate set is important and should be
included by many input data. In fact; the
quality of output depends on selected
training samples in the stage of training.

3.1.2. Validation of estimation function
(Meta model) designed by ANN
Factors in estimation function designed by
ANN are analyzed through regression
curves passed over training data, validation
data and test data. The numbers of training
data, test data and validation data are 80%,
15% and 5% of total data respectively. If
Coefficient Of Correlation in regression
curve (R2) is near to one it indicates that
estimation function has high accuracy.
Another method to investigate accuracy of
estimation function is Mean Square Error
(MSE)with equation 17 Graudenz. S and
Bornholdt. D (1992).
n

M SE 

 O
i 1

i

 Ti



2

(17)

n

In this equation (17) Oi is desired (target)
output and Ti is ANN outputs for training
data, i and n are the numbers of training
samples set. Here; the best result is for that
ANN with the least MSE Moselhi.T,
Fazio.O and Hegazy.P (1994).
3.2. How to select training samples for
ANN through Experimental Design
method
Experimental Design is a set of tests to
realize effective factors on a process and
their effectiveness. The applications of this
method can be found in identification of
effective factors on a process, identification
of optimum conditions, process correction
in terms of results obtained from feasible
conditions, identification of resistant
conditions and reduction of variations in
process response [5].
To fit quadratic model in RSM there are
three applied methods as Central Composite
Design (CCD), Box-Behnken Design
(BBD) and Doehlert Design. Among these;
CCD is the best. By using CCD; better
training samples for ANN can be selected.
Moreover we could select to training
samples by simulator for ANN.
Suppose the manufacturers have ICDs
with port sizes of between zero and 0.022
ft2. This range shows availability of ICDs in
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the marrket and alll studies shhould be baased
on thaat. There are infinnite cases in
mentionned range. CCD helpss us to reduuce
the num
mbers of caases to arbiitrarily fivee as
shown in Table 1.
1 In fact; we transfoorm
continuoous range of ICDs’ port size to
discretee range but covering continuous
c
o
one
to obtain trainning sampples. Hennce;
accordinng to the mathematica
m
al model forr N
numberrs of IC
CDs; CCD
D transforrms
mentionned range too 5N differennt port sizess as
trainingg samples foor ANN.
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neration of
o numberr within [0, 1].
gen
and
prresentt
Vt indicate ccurrent posiition and
vellocity of particles
p
respectively. Wt is a
con
ntrol param
meter to addjust next velocity
witth respect to
t current vvelocity and
d creates
equ
uilibrium beetween locaal and globaal search
in the algorithhm [6].

Taable1:ICDs’ Port
P
Size (ft2) Number

ICDss’ Port Size
N
Number

Portt Size (ft2)

1
2
3
4
5

0
0.33*0.022
0.55*0.022
0.88*0.022
1*0.022

3.3.

P
Particle
Swarm Optimization
Alggorithm
Particcle Swarm Optimizatiion Algoritthm
was addopted from
m group flyying of birrds.
This algorithm is
i a groupp intelligennce
method for solviing global optimizattion
(gbest) problem. PSO incluudes particcles
o
poositions (pbeest)
looking for their optimum
in authoorized spacce. This proocess is baased
on expeeriences of particles
p
theemselves orr of
other
particles
to
achhieve
gloobal
optimization. Thesse particles are correctting
over authhorized space
k
their knowledge
within consideredd time. Thee particles in
PSO are
a
recogniized in teerms of thheir
positionn and veloocity. Searcching proccess
dispatchhes any particle tow
ward optim
mum
positionns [12].
The paarticle identtifies their next posittion
with equuations 18 and
a 19.
Vt+1= Wt. Vt + c1. rand
r
() (pbeest-presentt) +
c2. randd () (gbest-ppresentt)
(18)
(19)
presenttt 1  presenntt  Vt 1
In equaation 18; c1 and c2 are learnning
parametters. rand () is a functioon for randdom

Figurre 1: Solution
n Procedure

4. Implemeentation
of
procedurre- case sttudy

so
olution

In this secction we appply aforemeentioned
ocedure on a smart horrizontal welll drilled
pro
in an oil reservoirr. The reservoir
r
speecifications are mentioned in the
folllowing secttion.
4.1
1. Reservoir characterristics
ogeneous
In this stuudy we havve a hetero
sym
mmetric anticline
a
saandstone reservoir
r
witth high permeabiliity and porosity
chaannel. The reservoir ddimensions are 44
km
m2 and thickkness of 500 m. The reservoir
r
does not havee gas cap aand it has a strong
aqu
uifer. The reservoir characterisstics are
preesented in Table
T
2 andd 3. Figure 2 shows
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three-diimensional view of sm
mart horizonntal
well equuipped withh ICDs.
Table 2:Characteri
2
istics of the reeservoir mod
del
Typee of repository
Total grade
g
for(X)NX
Total grade
g
for (Y) NY
Total grade
g
for (Z) NZ
Total number
n
of gradees
Grid sizze in order (X) /ft
/
Grid sizze in order (Y) /ft
/
Grid sizze in order (Z) /ft
/

The sand channel
83
73
20
121180
100
100
8

Table 3:The properrties of the reeservoir undeer
study

The most impportant chaaracteristics of
this reeservoir are
a
its porosity
p
a
and
permeabbility. The permeabilit
p
ty is illustraated
in the three direcctions x, y and z in the
reservoiir in Figurees (3-a), (33-b) and (33-c)
respectiively. Also, porosity distribution
d
c
can
be obserrved in Figuure 4.

Figu
ure 2: Three-dimensional views of the
reservoir model

Figgures (3-a): Cross-section
C
o the axis
on
X of the permeeability distriibution in
thee reservoir

Figures (3-b): Cross-seection on the axis
a
Y of the permeability
p
y distribution in
the reservvoir

Figures (33-c): Cross-seection on the axis
a
Z of the peermeability distribution in
n the
reservoiir

Figure 4: Cross-section
n of the porossity
distrribution in the reservoir

The horiizontal w
well has 1400m
horrizontal secction equippped with thrree ICDs
witth 400m distance
d
from
m each oth
her. The
firsst ICD is loocated in heeel part, thee second
in middle parrt and the tthird in toee part of
horrizontal secction. ICDs are fixed port
p size
vallves.
In this studdy, the prodduction timee horizon
is set to 10 yearss. To im
mplement
maathematical
model
the
maximum
m
accceptable waater cut is equal to 60
0 % and
tottal summatiion of oil prroduced fro
om ICDs
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utmost equal to 3000 bbbl/day. Thhese
constraiints are based
b
on limitations
l
of
surface productionn equipmennts to hanndle
water productionn and analysis
a
o
over
o producttion whichh is
authorizzed daily oil
done byy experts.
4.2. Imp
plementatiion of ANN
A
on the
maathematicall model
As previously
p
m
mentioned;
f N numbbers
for
of ICDss there are 5N situationss for fixed port
p
sizes too be investiigated. In this
t
study; the
horizonntal well is equipped
e
w three IC
with
CDs
resultingg to 125 situations
s
f fixed port
for
p
sizes (N
Note: By accepting one of thhese
situationns we cannot update port
p size unlless
we pull the compleetion out of the hole).
In thiss paper; tw
wo neural networks are
employeed to solvee the mathematical moodel
named as Multilayyer Percepttron (MLP)) of
kind of feed forrward trainned by baack
propagaation algorithm (Conjuugate Gradiient
with Powell/Beale
P
e Restarts (CGB)) and
a
Generallized Regrression Neuural Netw
work
(GRNN
N) includes a radial baasis layer and
a
particular linear laayer. Figurre 5 illustraates
back prropagation algorithm for error inn a
MLP.

Figure 5:
5 MLP with Back
B
Propaggation Algoritthm
with a hidden layer

Twoo independennt validatioon methods are
used too investigatte validity of our woork.
They are Meann Square Method and
a
Regresssion on respponses of cumulative
oil
c
and watter production.
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To find ann appropriaate neural network
fro
om MLP and GRNN
N; variouss neural
nettworks withh different training alg
gorithms
aree investiggated. Invvestigated neural
nettworks in this studyy are Radial basis
fun
nction (RBF
F), Fletcherr-Powell Co
onjugate
Grradient (CG
GF), Polak- Ribiére Co
onjugate
Grradient (CG
GP), Scaled C
Conjugate Gradient
G
(SC
CG) and CG
GB with diffferent hiddeen layer.
In all investtigated neuural netwo
orks the
traansform funnction is T
Tangent Hy
yperbolic
wh
hich is usedd for selectiion of network type
and
d training algorithms.
a
In paralleel with abbove invesstigation;
efffect of chaanges in nnumber off hidden
lay
yers and neuurons on M
MSE for eacch neural
nettwork is evaluated. Based on
o this
evaaluation the best onee is CGB. Table 4
sho
ows how to find the best num
mber of
hid
dden layers and neuronns for CGB.
Table
T
4: Effeect of various numbers of hidden
layerrs and neurons on CGB

As Table 4 and Figuures 6 and 7 show
due to less MSE
M
for ccumulative oil and
waater producction the best num
mbers of
hid
dden layers and neuroons are threee layers
witth seven neeurons for eeach. It is no
oted that
GR
RNN in comparison w
with MLP has less
MS
SE (10-6) annd high accuuracy in reg
gression.
Taable 5 and Figures
F
8 annd 9 show th
he result
of GRNN.
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Figure 6: Regression
R
on
n responses off cumulative oil and waterr
production
n for validatioon of meta mo
odel obtained
d by ANN MLPP

Figure 7: Beest fitness (MS
SE) versus geeneration

Figure 8: Regression
R
on
n training ressponses of cum
mulative oil
and water prroduction forr validation of
o meta modeel obtained byy

ANN GRNN
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Figure 9: Regression on
o test respon
nses of cumullative oil and
water prooduction for validation
v
of meta model obtained by

ANN GRNN
Table 5:
5 Comparisoon of two desiigned neural networks

Figure 10: Compariison of cumullative oil prod
duction and water
w
levels u
using
theIntelligeentcontrol (Neew) and conv
ventional (Op
pen Flow)
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Figure 11:
1 The rates of oil producction and watter cut using intelligent coontrol
(ANN)

Figu
ure 12: The rates
r
of oil production and
d water cut without
w
controol
(coonventional)

In thiis work; AN
NN‘s inputss are port siizes
set and outputs aree cumulativee oil and waater
producttion calcuulated froom reservvoir
simulatoor.
High accuracy inn above cuurves indicaates
d
good traaining and convergencce of test data
to trainiing data.

4.3
3. Particcle Swarm
m Optim
mization
Algorithm (P
PSO)
After
A
validdation of eestimation function
obttained by ANN;
A
PSO is implem
mented to
fin
nd the best port
p sizes ffor the ICD
Ds within
10 years of prroduction.
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Indeed; we apply PSO on the Meta model
with priority of maximization of cumulative
oil production to find the optimum port
sizes set. By then; we put Np in interval of
 0.09% of Np means [Np-0.0009* Np,
Np+0.0009* Np] to find optimum port
sizesset based on cumulative water
production minimization. Figure 1 shows
the solution procedure.
In this study; the optimum port sizes for
three ICDs obtained from MLP-CGB are
vector of ( ICD1, ICD 2, ICD 3)  (0.2, 0.2,1) .
The results for NP and Wp for 10 year
production period are 6.15 and 7 MMbbl
respectively. Also we put these optimum
port sizes in the reservoir simulator. The
error between above results and those of
reservoir simulator is only three percent.
Similarly; the optimum port sizes for three
ICDs obtained from GRNN are vector of
( ICD1, ICD 2, ICD 3)  (1, 0.54,1) . The
results for NP and Wp for 10 year production
period are 6.027 and 7.05 MMbbl
respectively. Also we put these optimum
port sizes in the reservoir simulator. The
error between above results and those of
reservoir simulator is only one percent.
Reported errors in Table 5 show that the
estimation function could simulate reservoir
behavior perfectly. In continuation; we
compare above cumulative oil production
with one obtained from running reservoir
simulator for horizontal well equipped with
conventional completion as shown in Figure
10. It shows 55% increase in NP by
employing ICDs.
4.4. Comparison of performance of
conventional completion with intelligent
completion
Figures 11 and 12 show that oil
production from intelligent completion
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survives within 10 years of study but in the
case of conventional completion it dies after
5 years of production. Indeed; lack of
control over liquid production causes water
production
exceeds
its
limit
and
consequently shuts the well in.

In this study; recovery factor from
conventional and intelligent wells are 6
% and 9.5 % respectively.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we presented a novel
approach for smart well optimization. We
elaborated the role of Neural Network as a
replace for reservoir simulator, Particle
Swarm Optimization Algorithm, and
Central Composite Design of kind of
Response Surface method to select the
samples. The conclusions of this study are
as follow:




Considerable increase in oil
production from intelligent well with
respect to conventional well
Increasing the production period for
intelligent well with respect to
conventional well
Considerable increase in recovery
factor for intelligent well with
respect to conventional well.
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